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I wonder if you even know
You're so beautiful the way you glow
Here when you look at me
Get closer maybe in a while
'Cause you know how to make me smile
Can you feel it too
When I'm close to you

[Chorus:]
I want you
To run with me under the stars
Show me the girl that you really are
When no one's watching
I want you
To dance like you've never been hurt
Tell me a secret that no one's heard
I want you
You alone tonight

Waiting for the sun to rise
Go ahead and close your eyes
Fall into my arms
You don't have to be afraid
Of giving anything away
When you're here with me
Just be free

[Chorus:]
I want you
To run with me under the stars
Show me the girl that you really are
When no one's watching
I want you
To dance like you've never been hurt
Tell me a secret that no one's heard
I want you
And you alone tonight

And it's wild
And it's wild
How you make me feel
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And where you take me when you're here

[Chorus:]
I want you
To run with me under the stars
Show me the girl that you really are
When no one's watching
I want you
To dance like you've never been hurt
Tell me a secret that no one's heard
I want you
And you alone tonight

I Want you
I Want You You You I Want You
You Alone Tonight,
I Want you
I Want You, You you
I Want you
You Alone Tonight [x3]
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